EDITORIAL NOTE
Readers,
The most awaited day has, at long
last, dawned upon us! The moment
that we anticipated for a long time
now has finally arrived! Ramnarain
ruia
college
has
become
autonomous!!! July 1, 2017, heralded
the beginning of a new era in the
glorious history of ruia, with the
Mumbai university officially approving
the autonomous status of the coOlege.
Our special edition report in this
edition shall give you further details of
this radical change. To learn even
more, check out our specially created
video available on all our social media
handles. This video, produced by our
talented pr team and one of our
graphic designers, features interviews
with the principal, the vice-principals,
certain teachers and some students,
sharing their views on autonomy. Do
check it out!

Now, in this month’s edition, we
have brought you a diverse range of
articles to read, as always! Delight
yourselves by reading a report on
how did the audience enthralled
themselves in our very first mehfil of
this academic year, with the theme
of “ye re ye re paavsa”. Moving on,
techtricked has showcased a cool
technological advancement, the
intriguing google cloud learning
machine, in its article, while career
wise seeks to enlighten its readers
about distance learning. Insight has
come up with an interesting
interview with dr. Sangeeta kamath,
the
head
of
psychology
department, which gives an insight
into
mental
illnesses.
Op-ed has chosen to take its patrons
on a culinary journey by surveying

Some popular food joints in the
periphery, and by giving its verdict,
whereas buzz around thinks it better
to elaborate upon an identity crisis
going on in west bengal. Open forum
shall transport its readers to the
heavenly world of nature and
pentactus is ready to release the
climax of its thrilling story! Behind the
scenes is going to go “beWween the
lines” with a quirky tale on sarcasm.
And lastly, do not forget to admire
the wonderful collection of art-works
brought
to
you
by
artwall.
So, readers, it is time that you sit back
and enjoy your very own ruiaite
monthly while trying to accept the
elated feeling of being a part of an
autonomous college, of course!
Executive editors

AUTONOMY HAS COME!

Ramnarain Ruia College receives the autonomous status, at long last!
While the nation has been celebrating the semester exams shall be of 60 marks per
roll-out of GST, Ramnarain Ruia College has subject, while the remaining 40 marks
will be allocated to various creative asits very own reason to rejoice over.
The University of Mumbai finally bestowed signments, which would help students
the autonomy upon Ramnarain Ruia College gain more practical knowledge.
on 1st July, 2017. The University has granted "In future, the college will be able to
start a lot of innovative courses without
academic autonomy to the college for the
getting stuck in the University permisperiod of 5 years, starting from this year.
sions process, and if a panel from college
Under this autonomy, the college is prescribed to change 15% of the existing sylla- sets the paper, then the standard of the
paper will match the standard of the colbus & curriculum. And for the following
lege". Said Sandesh Samant, Media Studyears, this '15%' could be increased up to
ies Professor for BMM department.
25% by the college. Examinations will be
It is also true that the overall atmobased on what is taught in the classroom,
sphere of the college will get stricter, and
and the biggest benefit will be that students will receive their results within 30-40 75% attendance will be more important
than ever! "It should get strict, there are
days. Although moderators shall be introalso many other things to be considered.
duced by the University to supervise the
We also have Marathi medium in our colcorrection of the examination papers.
lege, and those students come from a toBesides, instead of the 75-25 marking
tally different strata, so we have to consystem, the college will now be following
sider them too. Thus, we cannot be too
the 60-40 marking system, wherein the

strict or too lenient. And the strictness
depends upon the teacher-student re
lationship. College can make rules but
the student has to respect those rules
and choose to follow them." Said Moh
sina Mukadam, the HOD of History De
partment and the Head of the Exam
cell.
No wonder the students are also posi
tive and excited about the new intro
ductions in the syllabus. "Personally, I
am a bit excited about the changes in
the subjects, but also a bit scared be
cause it might get tough. However, I am
glad that we may finally get to learn
what we are supposed to learn." Said
Shreedeep Mundhara, a student.
So, with the onset of this new era in
the glorious history of Ruia, Team
Ruiaite is delighted to wish the college
authorities, the staff, as well as all its
wonderful student-patrons heartiest
congratulations for this truly extraordi
nary achievement!
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INTRODUCTION :
There is no love sincerer than the love of Food! Only a true foodie will appreciate the value this statement holds. Fortunately,
we don’t have a shortage of neither foodies nor food. So, for this issue, we decided to make the question ‘What to eat and
Where?’ easier for our fellow food lovers.
What’s on the menu? Today, we serve you the ratings of some of the popular dishes and food joints in and around Ruia. We
also have a look at the reviews of our fellow Ruiaites who have come to appreciate what they put in their tummies, and we
swear, all their responses to our survey were followed by that red heart-eyed emoji (mad in love, we all are!). And speaking of
reviews, one of our fellow Ruiaites who is equally in love with Food as we are, suggests us the best ways to find just the right
places to eat and know more about Food. So, don’t forget to check her article!
There you go, enjoy the heaven!
Let us begin with our food marathon!
First on our menu, we have our very own happy go lucky, stomach fulfilling snack, which our mothers prefer calling – bhaji
rolled in a maide ka chapatti! Yes, it is Frankie.

Fast Food Joint

Frankie

Price (in
Rupees)

Mamaji Frankie

Veg Frankie

20

Noodles
Frankies

25-30

SchezwanFran
kies

25-50

Tandoori Roll

40

Family Perk

Veg Frankie

20

(Near Natural's ice- cream
parlor, King circle, Matunga)

Schezwan
Frankie

25

Paneer Chilly
Frankie

55

Lays Frankie

30

(Opposite Ruia College)

Matunga Station Frankie

Quantity (out
of 5 stars)

Rating (out
of ﬁve stars)

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

5

4

5

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

5

4

5

5

5

4

3

4

35

Veg Schezwan
Frankie

(between the softy store and
magazine seller's shop)

Quality (out
of 5 stars)

Chinese !

Food Joint

Quantity

Quality

Ruia canteen
Dps
China man

Price

Service

4

3

4

4

4

4

3

4

5

3

5

4

You aren’t truly an Indian if you don’t ask for a sukha puri after eating PANI PURI!

Pani Puri

Price
worthiness

GUPTA
(opposite
station)
GUPTA (next
to the station)

MAMTA CHAT
CENTRE (on
the right of
chedda)
NEW PANKAJ
( on the left of
Chedda)

quality

Quantity

Presentation

Service

3

3

4

3

2.5

3

2.5

4

3

3

4

3.5

3.5

3.25

4

4

3

3.5

3

2.75

2

4

3.5

4.75

3.5

DPs

BANDYS

Sandwich
Mamaji

Priceworthiness

Quality

3

Quantity

Presentation Service

Overall
Rating

2.5

3.5

3

3

2.5

3

3.5

3

3

4

3.5

3.5

2

2

2.5

2

2

2

Subhash
Uncle

2.5

3.5

4

3

3

3.5

Canteen

3

2.5

3

3

3

3

Bandy’s
Outside
Matunga
Station

Hands up if you are always ready for a cup of tea or coffee

TEA
Food Joint

COFFEE

Quantity

Ruia Canteen
Outside
Matunga
Station
Sada
Matunga
Station
Physically
disabled
uncle’s stall

Quality

Quality

Quantity

3

3.5

3.5

4

3.5

3

3

3.5

4

4

3

3

3

3

2.5

3

3

3.5

4.5

4

3

3

3

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3

DPs

Jayesh

Its white, its round, it’s deliciously versatile and it’s from the south – the one and only dosa!

Restaurants Priceworthiness

Quality

Quantity

Presentation Service

Overall
Rating

DPs

2.8

3.2

3.3

3.4

3.6

3.7

4

3.3

4

3.2

3.5

3.6

2.8

3.6

2.9

3.7

3.5

3.2

Sharda
Bhavan

4

3.9

3.7

3.5

3.4

3.7

Arya
Bhavan

3

4

3

4

3.7

3.5

3.7

4

4

3.6

3.7

3.7

3.6

4

3.7

2

3.5

3.5

Mani’s
Lunch
Home
Thambi

Ramashray
Ayyapan

What is Food? If you ask someone like
me who's passionate about food, I'd
say food is an emotion. It has the
power to turn an unhappy day into a
happy one. It brings people together
and is a way of expressing love. No
wonder people say that the way to
someone's heart is through their stomach!
Looking for good food can be a task.
Given the variety of cuisines offered to
us at different prices, it can be difficult
to decide the right place. However, a
number of apps have been developed
over the past few years to help us out.
Zomato being the most popular
among them which allows us to
browse through the menus of different
restaurants helping us pick out the
right place at the best price. The best
part about Zomato is the review section.

CONCLUSIONSo don’t bother if people call you a
Glutton, you know you are an explorer
of food. Don’t want to spend much,
but want to eat a wholesome meal?
What place better then Mani’s or Ramashray or try the splendid Thali at
Shri Krishna Boarding (Rama Nayak),

Want to eat something you won’t get
anywhere else? Subhash Uncle makes
delicious Chocolate Sandwiches, and
with Hershey’s Syrup! and Who isn’t in
a mood for Chat! Savour the various
varieties at Gupta Chat corner or
Gupta Foods. And real let them call
you greedy, when it comes to Fries!

By TRISHA SINHA
SYBA ‘C’

Food Panda is another popular app
which serves as the go to online food
delivery service, listing the various
restaurants that deliver food in a particular locality along with various attractive offers.
Apps like Box8, Holachef and Swiggy
also provide food delivery service with
their own menus to choose from.
Apart from apps, I would also suggest
following some of the popular food
pages on social media like Facebook &
Instagram. Run by food enthusiasts,
these pages provide essential information simply while scrolling through the
feed.
Now that we know the sources to look
for good food, I'd say it's time to go
out and explore food and experience
different flavours and cuisines!

Cafe 2.0 serves numerous kinds of fries
and no South Indian Meal is ever complete without a Filter Coffee, oh that
smell of brewing coffee beans at Cafe
Madras is absolutely tempting! So
where is your next stop?
Bon Appétit!

TRANQUILITY WITH NATURE
Gayatri Godbole
It surprises me when I think about the
wonders one’s mind can do. It has the capacity to take a person from one place to
another, without even having to physically move, pack bags, and board a train or
a flight to go places. That’s why nostalgia
has a great role to play when we get together with colleagues, friends, and
family; reminiscing the happy times. The
mind, being the sole controller of actions;
has the power to make you happy, and
even at times, sad, depending on what
situation is thought about. Also, MENTAL
PEACE (which is unsurprisingly rare in
this busy life) can be developed as a
habit by practicing several rewarding
techniques, because a mind at peace
brings in clarity in the thinking process.
Speaking of the mind and its abilities,
imagination takes us places where we
can wander off, exploring new horizons,
without any dangers, boundaries or
limits. Books facilitate this wonderful capacity of ours. Reading a Ruskin Bond
book full of descriptions of nature: “Like
the wind I run; like the rain I sing; like the
leaves I dance, like the earth I’m still…”;
with rains pouring heavily, a window, and
a cup of hot, steaming chai: one of the
best ways to spend time peacefully, the
only sound being the pattering of rain on
the roof. Feels like home, doesn’t it?

Close your eyes and imagine: “Deep in
the crouching mist, lie the mountains.
Climbing the mountains are the forests
of rhododendron, spruce and deodar…There are those who sing of the
sunset, and the gods and glories of
Himaal. You stride through the long
grass, pressing on the fallen pine-needles, up the winding road to the mountain pass.” These extracts from RAIN IN
THE MOUNTAINS made me want to go
and meditate on the banks of the serene
Ganga with the snowcapped, mighty Himalayan ranges around, the chirping of
the birds mixing with the cool and clear
river water tumbling down the rocks.
Travel, just not for leisure; but for peace
of mind. Nature offers us its tranquility
everywhere we wish to go; we just need
the desire to explore!
Yoga being one of the branches of science is appreciated worldwide, as the
perils of stress can be combated effectively by this form of exercise. Some of
them are:
1) Alpine Aura, France
2) Ionian inversions, Zakynthos, Greece
3) Circle of relaxation, Norway
4) Align your anatomy, Italy
5) Life of Pi, Costa Brava, Spain

But yoga’s country of origin remains the
best place to know about this new way
of life, in terms of authenticity and originality. Not only does it improve the physical well-being of a person, but it also has
a great part to play in developing the
mental health. Yoga and meditation in
the mountains (making you feel like a
yogi), is the ultimate experience one can
ever have: just like the underwater world,
it’s a completely different place which
makes our mind do wonders. As the
quote says: “Do not feel lonely, the
entire universe is inside you”…very true,
this divine practice bestows us with the
ability to know who we truly are.
“Lord, give me a quiet mind, that I might
listen; a gentle tone of voice, that I
might comfort others; a sound and a
healthy body, that I might share in the
joy of walking and leaping and running;
and a good sense of direction so I might
know where I’m going!”
Credits: Rain in the mountains, Ruskin

Bond, www.theguardian.com

The Festive Magic

There is not a better way of preserving and appreciating a culture than
celebrating festivals. Festivals bring people of all sorts from all corners
together. They are the symbol of rich heritage every region has. Here are
some of the unique, breathtaking festivals celebrated over the globe…
1. Harbin Ice and Snow Festival- Harbin,
China: It is the largest ice and snow festival in the world. The huge ice sculptures
are decorated with lights and lasers. It is
truly a phenomenal sight!!

ing through the streets. Public exhibitions
and parades are held where musicians,
jugglers and other artists showcase their
talent with masks on.

Orleans. The highlights of the festival are
a variety of endless music, regional food,
arts and crafts and so much more… It has
been termed as the country’s best music
festival.
5. Puli Kali- Kerala: Pulikali, the colorful
folk art form of Kerala, is an integral part
of the Onam festivities. The dancers paint
their bodies in bright colors and black
stripes resembling tigers and hunters.
The performance involves mock-hunting
staged in rhythmic steps to the music of
ethnic drums such as thakil and udukku

2. Pingxi Sky Lantern Festival-Taiwan:
Many sky lanterns light over the sky
during this festival. The lanterns are decorated with messages and wishes of the
people and are then released into the
sky, making it look like an ocean of glam.
You might as well feel like Rapunzel and
Flynn Ryder!

-Riddhi Jadye

3. Carnival of Venice- Venice, Italy: It’s a
centuries old tradition and a major at4. New Orleans Jazz Festival- Louisiana:
traction for tourists who come to admire Also known as the Jazz fest, it is the
celebration of the unique culture of New
the colorful costumes and masks parad

Folk Legends
1. Today Dilam is a song by Moheener
Ghoraguli (translated as Moheen’s
Horses), a band which changed the
musical history of India in a very notaStarting in the mid-20th century, a new ble way. Their songs were on topics like
form of popular folk music evolved
politics, poverty, injustice, revolution,
from traditional folk music. This prolove, loneliness, even begging and
cess and period is called the (second) prostitution.
folk revival, which reached a zenith in
the 1960s. Here are a few must listen
2. Sokhi Bhabona Kahare Bole is a
folk songs that are sure to ignite a
song that speaks about the nuances of
mystical feeling among you love and the secret of true happiness.
Let’s sacrifice ourselves to the melody
of life and allow the magic to mystify
us forever.

3. Hey Dola, Hey Dola, a song by
Bhupen Hazarika, was gifted to the
world by the land of Assam. This song
spreads the message of humanity and
universal brotherhood.
Over the years, Bollywood has treated
folk songs like the elder brother it
could always count on when in need of
inspiration or help. The former may
have a wider audience, but the latter
has a soul unmatched by anything but
the original.
-Ishita Nirbhavne

TECH TRICKED
UNDERSTANDING THE QUESTION.

-Shirish Waghmare

When we talk about machine learning, we
immediately think of ‘AI’. Artificial intelligence. Now they may be same in some
contexts but not always. The sole purpose
to program an AI is to create a machine
that can mimic a human mind and well, to
be fair, even that needs learning capabilities. However it's more than just about
learning; it's also about knowledge, representation, reasoning and abstract thinking.
Machine learning on the other hand is
solely focused on writing software that can
learn from past experiences. An important
key to machine learning is prediction. Also
known as regression in statistics, prediction
is where a machine can guess, or more so,
predict the value of something based on
previous values. For example given a set of
characteristics about a company’s shares
how much is it worth in the next year
based on previous sales? So basically it is
the extraction of knowledge from data. A
very recent example of Prediction in Machine Learning was the controversial “FaceAPP” which would let you click a picture

and then it would predict how you would
look as an old person, as a young person,
as a person from the opposite gender etc.
The programming paradigm is changing.
Instead of programming a computer, you
teach a computer to learn something and
it does what you want. That's important
because 90% of the world’s data is unstructured. To completely take advantage
of ML, a developer needs a few important
things like good quality clean data which is
really hard since 75% of the workload for
machine learning data scientists is doing
data modelling to get that clean data, the
remaining effort is in algorithms to apply to
that data. Now chances are that the algorithm isn't quite right or the data wasn't
clean enough. Now instead of focusing on
these issues and consuming more budget
whether it is time or money, a developer
can use someone else's black boxes and
focus his team on specialized systems.

open source framework that allows you to
create your own set of systems with exactly the same code that Google uses internally. Tensor flow is largely meant to advance the science but in many cases it is
also completely sufficient for production.
Cloud ML engine automates the most
painful parts of Tensor flow. You can take
advantage of cloud machine learning from
Google at cheaper rates than ever before.
You can simply go squarespace-ing your
data with Tensor Flow. Google currently
supports “t-shirt sizing” your environment
in small medium and large solution packages with pre trained models for translational vision and video.
It’s no doubt that Machine Learning is our
unsung hero, the uncelebrated star which
works in the background toiling through all
our data to try to find the answers we are
looking for because sometimes it is the
question we need to understand first,
before we can understand the answer.

Google offers tools across the spectrum to
help you. Tensor Flow is a powerful flexible

Shaking up the E-commerce
-Joy Parekh
Machine learning and Artificial Intelligence
have been a part of the scheme of things
for a considerable amount of time now.
These terms have been frequently used in
most of the Digital Platforms. But what exactly are these two terms? These terms
typically sound technical and may seem a
bit mysterious. A simple explanation of this
would be “Systems that can learn from
data.” Previously companies used to store
data but could not efficiently use that data
as a tool for delivering a superior experience for the buyer. Since last few years
these companies have started analyzing
data and have learned to use it significantly for business purposes. E-Commerce
giants like Amazon, Alibaba are profusely

investing on machine learning tools to improve their productivity. Their success involves taking in a massive amount of data
and trying to make the best decisions
based on those data sets. These data-sets
consist of information about behaviour of a
customer while buying an online product.
Product Recommendations that we observe on E-commerce sites have been
largely because of algorithms that use machine learning. Simplifying somewhat, if
customer X has bought product A and B,
and customer Y has only bought product
A, then product B could be recommended
to customer Y. Second type of filtering is
based on matching of customer profiles
(e.g. gender, brand preference, or age) to

the content of products (e.g. category,
price, or colour). Machine learning algorithms have vastly improved e-commerce
product search capabilities. These websites
not only display products immediately on
click of a search button but also save data
which helps them in knowing particular
customer behaviour. Dynamic pricing of
products is largely based on product popularity which can be found easily using
data that is stored and mostly searched by
customers regularly. Lastly, it is also important for companies to define strategic priorities to get the most value out of machine
learning. So next time whenever you see a
customized product recommendation, remember data has been lifted off you.

Predicting the unpredictable
Learning can be defined as the acquisition
of knowledge or skills. You learn from studies, past experiences, from people, etc. In
other words when you receive information,
you try to process it and learn something.
Now think of a machine, a computer. You
try to put in all the information that you
have. Can you expect it to learn on its own
from the information and give a meaningful
output? Well a few decades ago, it may
have sounded like science fiction, but now,
you might be experiencing it this very instance.
So, Machine Learning is a current application of Artificial Intelligence based around

the idea that we should be giving machines access to data and let them learn
for themselves.
There are many applications of such technology. Google is one of the major organizations who are involved in machine learning research. One of the applications of ML
is to incorporate it into the medical field,
where computer programs can be deployed in clinical settings to mime Electronic Health Record (EHR) data for improved outcomes. One of the major breakthroughs which Google achieved, was in
designing algorithms for detecting Diabetic Retinopathy (A medical condition which

-Abhishek Kalarikkal

leads to blindness if undetected) at an
early stage. Also, they are developing algorithms that might assist doctors in detecting breast cancer in lymph node biopsies.
So, today, Machine Learning certainly has a
lot to offer, with its promise of automating
mundane tasks as well as offering creative
insight. Industries in every sector, from
banking to healthcare and manufacturing
are reaping the benefits. And an important
thing to notice is that Machine Learning
and Artificial intelligence are set tools
which can add value to your healthcare or
any system by answering certain specific
questions.

Math to capture image?
-Tejas Mahadevan
Mankind has seen the development of image
capturing right from cave paintings to humongous space telescopes, each more revolutionary
than the preceding one. Well, history has repeated
itself and once again the geniuses at CalTech
have outdone themselves by fabricating a camera
without a lens. Science fiction though it may
seem, you need not pinch yourself to ensure the
reality. The camera is literally nothing but a mathematical algorithm capable of mimicking a real
lens, which does the job of focusing in a traditional camera. By reducing the lens action to merely
an equation, they have been able to make a lens
without glass, which will perform the exact same

function of a traditional lens. This mathematical
lens is nothing but a chip on silicon. By having an
algorithm perform the function of a lens we have
the possibility of focusing the image in post processing and the camera now becomes a wafer
thin silicon chip that reduces both cost and
space. This has the potential to replace the bulky
phones that we have today and the huge telescopes that we send to outer space.
This can completely change the photography industry and a new age of software photography
will be born through these lenses.
I suppose now we can say “the glass lens literally
bites the dust”.

Trend-o-Meter
One plus 5 : running out of ideas?

RAM and a Snapdragon 835 chipset. It still
features a stunning battery life, 3300mAh
with dash charge, marketing it with, "A
One Plus 5. The mistake made when a
company decided to use basic mathemat- day's power in half hour".
Overall, it is literally an iPhone replica at
ics to name their phone.
32k, with better battery and of course the
I still don't get what the deal is with
functionality of Android.
naming your phones with the "one plus"
It could be a viable option for people who
suffix, and adding another camera and
want to get the most out of their phone,
having the antenna bands similar to
and not have a restricted environment that
iPhone 7 plus. Wow, so original, so new,
comes with iOS.
very innovative. Wow.
Simply put; iPhone 7 plus with android.
*cue 'y tho' memes*
It could be a 4/5, had it not been for the
Why the dual camera? Portrait mode, so
you can get a depth effect like DSLRs and annoying replica-like design. But that
being an annoying con, let's just call it at
obviously iPhone 7 plus.
a 3.6/5.
It's a 5.5" AMOLED screen, with an 8GB

-Aaditya Shivkumar

WORLD OF FANTASY
PENTACTUS

The Waluare tribe stood true to its name
- 'The Victorious One'. It had defeated
the most ruthless tribe in Australia- the
Zaroed. The pain and suffering was
worth bringing the Pentactus back
home.
While the men of Waluare tribe were
celebrating their victory, Robert sat quietly in a corner, contemplating whether
the bloodshed was really worth the victory, whether the victory would make the
world a better place, whether the peace
would indeed be restored, whether he
would have to leave his birthplace forever and be amongst the people he barely
knew and rule them. His mind was clouded with such questions to which he had
no answers. He felt vulnerable, empty
and guilty despite the victory of the
Waluare tribe, 'his' tribe, which he was to
lead now after the demise of the Chief.
He knew the cause of his unhappiness
was PENTACTUS - a stone whose purpose was to bring peace in the world but
brought only unrest.
Robert murmured to himself, "I have to

do something to maintain the peace. But
what can I do? I have to talk to my
fellow tribal men about this. But how? I
must do it right now before it’s too late.
But is it the right time to ask the tribe to
sacrifice something for which they had
been fighting for too long? Is it right to
do so when they have finally got it after
losing so many men? Will peace be destroyed because of this stone? Am I
being unreasonable?" His thoughts and
his dilemma frustrated him .
As he was about to retire after such a
long and tiring day, Bezert, a young lad
from the tribe coaxed him to join the celebration. However, Robert politely refused and entered his cottage.
At around three in the morning, Robert
woke up with a start, sweating and panting. His head was throbbing . He had a
terrible dream of the world being destroyed, with rivers of blood flowing everywhere. While he kept pondering
about his predicament, the faint drum
beats and thumping on the ground indicated that the celebration was still going

on. Without much ado, Robert firmly decided that it was time for him to share
his concern with the tribal men.
The first thing he did the next morning
was to gather each and every person of
his tribe at the assembly hall. As soon as
everyone came in and settled down, he
raised the question, "So what now?" His
question seemed to puzzle everyone because it was deemed that Robert would
be the next Chief and he would rule both
Waluare and Zaroed. He repeated his
question, "So what are we supposed to
do now with the Pentactus?” There was
a moment of silence, then one of the
elders of the tribe spoke up, "Sire, bringing back the Pentactus has brought
much glory to our tribe. So we must protect it at any cost and if that cost means
sacrificing someone's life so be it. But we
cannot give up this magical stone." After
hearing this, Robert reconsidered what
he was about to say as he didn't want to
hurt their feelings. Nevertheless, he was
firm on his decision.

Very politely he began, "Yes Abelda, I do
understand what Pentactus means to
you all and it’s worth more than someone's life to you. You all have earned it,
earned it fairly and I'm sure it is in the
right hands. However, there is something
which has been bothering me since yesterday and I must confess that it might
not please you . But it is important to
convey it to you all." He kept quiet for a
few seconds to let the tribal men soak in
what he just said. Then , the same old
man said politely yet firmly, "I think I
know where you are heading. However
continue with what you were saying."
"Sure Abelda. As I was saying that
though it is in the right hands, it is not
completely safe. You have all witnessed
the amount of ruckus and enmity it has
caused in the world. It has done more
harm than good. Blood has been shed,
loads of things have been destroyed in
order to gain the Pentactus. There has
only been pain and suffering since a long
time and I am not at all doubtful about
Waluare's ability to protect it from going

into the wrong hands but kindly consider
the fact for once that there are chances
that some greedy person might misuse it
just like the Zaroed's Chief did. And then
it would be too late to repent. So we
must do what is right and not let our
emotions overpower our rationale. So
according to me, no one should have the
authority to use Pentactus whatever the
situation might be. What do you all
think?"
Another tribal man spoke up this time,
"Sire, it has been our tradition to not
question the decision of our Chief regardless of the fact that we are in favour
of it or not. So it's your call now. Do what
you believe to be right." Somewhat taken
up, Robert replied , "No no no Dibra, let
me make one point clear to all of you, I
respect the decision of our late Chief to
nominate me as his successor. However,
I am a man with no experience in this
field, I am a mere anthropologist who
happened to arrive here accidentally.
Also, there are many people who deserve this post more so than me. There-

fore, with due respect, I refuse to assume
this post and feel that the Chief should
be chosen democratically with a
common consensus.” After a consideration of few minutes everyone agreed to
this idea and suggested that the Pentactus should be kept in the hollow of the
ancient tree at the entrance of the forest
where it truly belonged. Robert agreed
with them and said, "So let the nature
decide the fate of PENTACTUS- the
magical stone which has the power of
five elements.
All the members along with Robert went
to the ancient tree where he placed the
stone in the hollow and it immediately
closed. He was relieved because no one
could ever fight over this magical stone
now. No one would dare to touch it
again because the tree had a protective
layer around it and anyone who would
try to breach the layer would turn into
ashes. He kept gazing at the distant
mountains and heaved a sigh of relief,
now that peace has been restored.

'Tring' 'Tring' 'Trriiinggg'.Closing the book, Robert went to pick up the call. The title of the book read
"Pentactus:An Autobiography".
Glossary
1. Abelda- A respected person
2. Dibra- An informal word for Friend

*Authors' note*- All three of us had an amazing time being associated with this fantastic column 'World of
Fantasy', for a year and a half. The experience was nothing less than that of a mother giving birth to her
child. Being the co-authors of the 'Pentactus- The Power of Five Elements' we would like to thank all our
lovely readers who genuinely appreciated our attempt and gave us honest reviews.
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